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Summary 

The Chalk River four-sector, K=52o super-
conducting cyclotron in combination with its 13 MV 
tandem Van de Graaff injector is designed to acceler
ate all ions from lithium (to 50 MeV/u) to uranium (to 
10 MeV/u). After extended test ing of the magnet, 
r adiof requency accelerating system and other sub
systems, the cyclotron is being moved from the 
development laboratory to the new addition to the 
tandem huilding. Recent development work is reviewed 
and the current status of the vari ous cyclotron suh
systems is given. 

I nt roduct ion 

The Chalk River heavy-ion accelerator facility is 
shown in Fig. 1. Ions from a negative i on source are 
preaccelerated to 300 keV and velocity modulated by a 
buncher before injection into the tandem Van de Graaff 
accelerator. The buncher produces a time focus at the 
tandem termi na 1 to mi ni mi ze 1 ongitudi nal phase-space 
dilution from the stripper. The dispersion from the 
fi rst bendi ng magnet downstream from the tandem is 
used f or energy stabi 1 i zati on and charge-state 
selection. The beam is injected into the cyclotron 
along the midplane and intercepted by a carbon 
stri pper foi 1 near the cyclotron center. A rebuncher 
between the tandem and the cyclotron agai n produces a 
time focus at this foil. Four dees operate up to 
100 kV peak and (lcce 1 erate the beam to a radi us of 
650 mm where the beam is electrostatically defl ected 
into a magnetic channel composed of iron bars and 
superconducting windings. Use of superconducting 
\~indings allow adjustable steering and radial focusing 
in the channel. A conventional beam transport system 
beyond the cyclotron guides the beam to the various 
target locations. Initial operation of the super
conducting magnet 1

, detailed magneti~ field mapping 2 , 
out-of-magnet radiofrequency te~ting , the extraction 
system

4 
and the hunc~ing system have heen previously 

described. 

Fig. 1 View of the heavy-ion accelerating fac ility . 

We are now in the final year of phase 1 funding, 
approved in 1980, that includes the building additions 
and all equipment (shown detailed in Fig. 1) needed to 
transport the he am to the beam hall beyond the cyc 10-
tron vault. Phase 2 funding will provide some new 
equipment and the remainder of the beam transport 
el ements needed to gui de the beam to the remai ni ng 
target rooms (trajectories shown as dashed lines in 
Fig. 1). 

Calculations 

There have been two main computation efforts in 
preparation for commissioning the cyclotron. The 
first has been to improve the static and dynamic orbit 
codes to ease the commissioning by combining in one 
code all the features previously handled separately; 
injection, including automatic matching and second 
order transfer matrix calculations needed for beam 
transport tune-up, perturbation field handling and 
detailed treatment of the extraction system with auto
matic threading of the beam through the deflector and 
magnet i c channels . The second effort has been to 
refine the calculations of the magnetic field in the 
coil region heyond the range of the main field 
measuring apparatus and include the perturbing effects 
of the holes in the yoke walls. These perturbations 
have been calculated using a current sheet represen
tation for the magnetization in the steel but empiri
cally normalized as a function of field intensity to 
measurements along the injection path. Now, the 
parameters for a new ion can be quic~ly calculated and 
the beam progress from outside the cyclotron through 
injection, acceleration and extraction to the cyclo
tron exit readi ly model ed. 

Cryogeni cs 

Three chosen design features of the Chalk River 
superconducting cyclotron result in a relatively large 
refrige ration load at th e main coil cold box at 4.5 
K. Thes e features are the hi gh coil current (2300 
amperes maximum) which reduces coil voltages hy giving 
a lower inductance, the non-magnetic c ryostat wall 
which eases cryostat ce ntering requirements but forces 

small clearances between t he poles and the magnet 
coil, and the use of a superconducting extraction 
channel. In addition the midplane c ryopumps are 
filled from the main coil helium can. 

The CTI 1400 liquefier was able to keep the cryo
stat cold continuously for 1R months during the last 
development run, hut WilS not consi dered adequate to 
pravi de cool i ng for the whol e system without i nter
ruption for 24 hours per day. Therefore a larger 
capac ity liquefier, a Koch 2ROOHR, has heen instillled 
in the nearly-completed cyclotron lahoriltory. This 
Inachine 'Nill supply gO litres of liquid helium per 
hour or 52 1 it res per hour without 1 i qui d nit rogen 
precooling. Its Olltput can be increased to 120 litres 
per hour by adding an extra compressor. It is antici
pated that it will be possible to operate with little 
or no li quid nitrogen precooling because the boiloff 
rate for the whole system is expected to be no more 
than 47 litres per hour. 

The liquefier contains redundancy for maintenance 
in that there are two independent sets of engines and 
five separate compressors. Loss of one component can 
be made up by increas ing liquid nitrogen precooling 
and by drawi ng on the 1000 litre liquid helium buffer 
reservoi r. 

.0.. new set of refrigerant transfer lines is under 
construction for the operational system. All the 
lines are flexible so that they can he manufactured 
straight and not hent until installation. This allows 
optimization of the superinsulation wrapping and eases 
assemhly, maintenance and repair. It has also made 
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possible the inclusion of 100 K thermal shielding to 
the greater p"lrt of the line length reducing overall 
system loss and the gas circulation burden. Figure 2 
shows one of the new transfer lines. 

Fig. 2 One of the three main transfer lines showing 
the transition from the thermally shielderl 
sect ion (on the 1 eft) to the di vi rled ends 
which connect tn the main magnet cryos tat. 
The shielded section has a length of 6 
metres. 

Cooling of the extraction channel modules located 
in the midplane gap between the main magnet coils 
poses a mechanical design challenge because of the 
small clearances between warm and cold surfaces. Near 
the beam inlet to the channel, the insulation between 
cryostat wall and channel hel ium vessel is 1 imited by 
il gap of between 2 and 3 1TlTl. Here layers of alumi
nized mylar and fine dacron mesh (bridal veil) will be 
used, with a copper foil interleaved thermal shield. 
The channel beam pipe is cooled with hel ium gas at 
100 K to provide both a thermal shielrl for the channel 
bore and a thermal sink for the energy of spilled ions 
from the beam. The ends of the channel beam pipe are 
attacherl to the inlet and exit ports by metal bellows 
which take up misalignment before cooling and thermal
ly isolate the cold beam pipe from the warm ports. 
The channel is cooled by liquid helium, gravity fed 
from the lower main coil helium vessel and boiloff gas 
from the channel is retu rned to the top of the upper 
main coil vessel where it mixes with the hoiloff from 
the main coil. 

Vacuum System 

The cyclotron has three separate vacuum systems -
the cryostat vacuum, the midplane vacuum anrl a coarse 
vacuum on the pol e si de of the 3 mm thi ck copper 
liners that cover the poles (see Fig. 3). These 
liners are protected from differential pressures by 
"pop-valves" between the coarse and midplane vacuums 
that open at 10 kPa and by a 100 Lis turbomolecular 
pump that evacuates the ~idplane and exhausts into the 
coarse vacuum pumpi ng 1 i ne. Thi s pump cannot support 
a significant vacuum differential. Coarse vacuum 
pressures in the 0.1 Pa range are typical. 

In addition to the 100 Lis turbopump, high speerl 
pumping at the midplane is provided by two cryopanels 
situaterl in upper magnetic valleys where they make a 
small but noticeable contribution to the rlee-to-ground 
capacitance. The cryopane 1 s are locaterl ina weaker 
region of the midplane rf field but are nevertheless 
in quite a strong field. Figure 4 shows the cryopanel 
components before assembly. 

The cryopanels are cooled by direct liquid helium 
transfer from the main magnet coil vessel. The helium 
consumption is low enough that the intermittent 
transfer causes negligible perturbation on the coil 
coolant level. Both cryopanels are filled automati-

Fig. 3 The copper liner heing installed on the upper 
pole. 

Fig. 4 1500 Lis cryopanel. 

cally through their own transfer lines in response to 
signals from thermometric level sensors. Thermal 
shielding for each cryopanel and the liquid transfer 
line is provided solely by the cold boiloff gas. The 
developmental cryopanel operated with 80% of full rf 
voltage in the midplane cavity with a liqu id boiloff 
of less than 1 litre per hour and a pumping speed of 
1500 litres per second for air . This performance was 
achieved by careful design and testing of the 
radiation-rf baffles. The purpose of the outer water 
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cooled baffle is purely to attenuate rf while pro
viding a large pumping aperture. The inner gas-cooled 
baffle is a more conventional chevron type. At 
present, the condensation surface (4.4 K) is a f!at 
stai nl ess steel pl ate but coul d be coated Wl th 
adsorbi ng materi al shoul d enhanced hydrogen t rappi ng 
be found to be necessary. Reactivation and purging of 
the panel surface is carri ed out by circulating war'll 
bel ium gas through the panel reservoi r. 

During development, interruption of the water 
flow in the outer baffle resulted in a frozen pipe 
which burst and subsequently flooded the midplane. To 
prevent this recurring, the water is purged automati
cally with an ai r blast if the flow stops, or the rf 
is switched off, or the midplane vacuum pressure 
rises. In addition, the production cryopanels are 
fitted with trace heaters along the water lines. 

Cyclotron Magnet 

After the vilcuum and radi ofrequency tests in the 
magnet were compl et.ed in the development 1 aborator.~, 
the maqnet was dismantled and the steel reassembled ln 
the new addition to the heavy-ion laboratory . The 
coarse vacuum system piping was rebuilt to conform to 
t.he new laboratory layout and other services have been 
installed. The upper trim rod drive system has been 
installed and successfully operated under computer 
control; the lower trim rod drive system will not be 
installed unt.il the magnet realignment has been con
firmed with the field measuring apparatus. Figure 5 
shows the assembled magnet in the new laboratory. 

A ground fault between the main coi I and its 
st.ai nl ess steel contai ner occurred agai n and because 
of its location it was suspected and later confirm~d 
to be similar to the short circuit experienced prevl
ously2 - an accumulation of Slightly.magnetic debris 
near the mi dpl ane of the upper cOl1. The short 
ci rcuit was removed by passing a 6 A current through 
it with the current. split in opposite directions 
between both inner coils to minimize stored ene rgy . 

The cryostat has been opened for i nsta 11 at i on of the 
extraction channel giving access to the holes through 
which the short was cleared previously. The plugs 
were extracted and the same tool used to remove the 
fragments of magnetic material. This time, despite 
many more magnet on-off cycles only 36 mg of material 
were collected, compared to 140 mg last time and we 
believe most of the offending material has been 
removed . 

The installation of the magnetic channel in the 
cryostat is scheduled for early summer and a special 
ji g has been fabri cated to transport the cryostat to 
the new laboratory for installation in the magnet. 

Radiofrequency Structure and Controls 

The radiofrequency accelerating structure was set 
up i ni ti ally ina dummy vacuum vessel so that hi gh 
power testing could be carried out separately from the 
magnet development 3 • Although full voltage was 
reached for short periods in early tests, a major 
effort was required to develop reliable sliding short 
tuner contacts b

• Tests were run over the full 
frequency range up to 80-90 kV including a "24-hour" 
demonstration run at 32 MHz in the O-mode. The 
temperatures at the monitored points throughout the 
structure remained stable and maintenance of good 
vacuum indicated that there were no hot-spots. Dummy 
cryostat wa 11 temperatu res were hi gher in the 1!-mode 
than O-mode but stabilized at a reasonable level. The 
actual cryostat has better cooling and should have 
smaller temperature increases. 

Fig. ~ Cyclotron magnet in heavy-ion laboratory. 
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Fi g. Ii Radial variation of dee voltage. 

The dee voltaqes were measured using an intrinsic 
germanium y-ray spectrometer to measure the end-poi nt 
x-ray energy produced by electrons crossing the dee 
gap in the structure. Electron guns were installed at 
radii of 620 mm (dee tip), 4RO Jm1 and the injection 
radius of 150 mm to obtain measurements at specific 
points in the structure. Well defined end points were 
obtai ned at 480 mm and 620 I11Tl by subtracting gun-off 
from gun-on spectra but the gun at the 150 mm radi us 
did not produce an observable effect. The ratio of 
voltages at 480 I11Tl relative to voltages at the dee tip 
as a function of frequency is shown in Fig. 6. It was 
found that a good measure of the dee tip voltage could 
be obtained by using a collimator on the spectrometer 
arranged to see only the dee ti p "hot-spot" and thi s 
was used for voltage calibration after the guns were 
removed. During 1!-mode operation, a high energy 
spectrum was observed from the central region. At 32 
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and 38 MH z, th is spect rum had a well defi ned edge and 
is he1iev<!d to gi ve a good measure of the resonator
to-resonator voltage, i.e., twice the dee voltage. At 
higher frequencies the edges are not as sharp and seem 
to be at too high an energy. For this essentially 
quarter wave resonator, the ratio at hi gher frequen
cies is expected to he like the dashed line. 

After completion of the tests in the du~my 
vessel, the structure was installed in the magnet for 
tests with magnetic field. The copper liners, or 
ground planes, of the rf structure were designed to he 
il close fit to the flutter poles (see Fig. 3). How
ever, corrections to the magnetic field requi red the 
adr!ition of shims to the inner anr! outer regions of 
the pole faces anr! reforming of the liner was required 
to fit over these shims. 

The di ffi cult joi nt between the outer conr!uctor 
of the tuner anr! the liner fai1er! several times . It 
has an O-ring vacuum seill beh 'inr! an rf gasket. It was 
refitted carefully on the pole and temperature prohes 
repositioner! near the joint from less critical regions 
of the liner. During the rf tests it hecame apparent 
that the cooling of the joint was not good enough. 
Tf]i s was ilggravater! by the fact that the cool i ng water 
pressure was low hecause of inadequacies in the tempo 
rary piping from the cooling system. The in-magnet 
tests were then restri cted to gO kV to protect thi s 
joi ~t. After the tests, the joi nt was refitted and 
some conduction cooling paris added so that with the 
correct water pressure, the joint shou1ri be capable of 
full power operation. 

After installation of the rf structure in the 
magnet had he en comp1eterl, commissioning experiments 
were carrier! out over most of the rf frequency range 
at magnetic inductions between 2 and 5 T. Electron 
i oadi ng effects were di fferent from the low 1 eve1 
mu1tipactoring observed with no magnetic field and 
complicate the initial "turn-on" but did not limit the 
range of operation. 

Initially, a 300 LIs cryopane1 was userl in these 
tests and pressures in the high vacuurn region of the 
structure were similar to those observed in the dummy 
vessel experiments usi~g the same cryopane1. Initial 
pressures were in the low 10- 3 Pa range and after a 
few hours r!ropperi to the lO_4 Da range. Wi th rf on, 
the pressure increaser! 2 to 4 times initially and then 
decreased towarrls the 1 evel obtai ned wi th the rf off. 
Operating perior!s were not long enough to ohtain a 
good indication of the ultimate levels. When the 
1500 Lis cryopanel was installed, the vacuum improveri 
and tests were run at 32 MHz to flO kV, at 49 MHz to 
65 kV and at 60 MHz to 60 kV with magnetic inductions 
between 2.2 and 5 T. F.1 ect ron 1 oadi ng effects at 
fi rst turn-on were not very di fferent wHh the 
improved vacuum but conriitioning was much easier. 

The temperature of the cryostat wall copper 
inserts, which complete the rf cavity between the 
liners on the poles, was monitored during rf oper
ation. As expecterj, the temperature increases are 
sma 11 in the O-mode and 1 a rge r in tile 1!-morie. The 
cool'ing in the "valleys" was adequate but the tempera
ture rise in the "hills" was too high during long 
1!-mode runs. This may be caused by insufficient 
copper plating thickness on the cryostat wall or by 
resistive heating of temporary steel flanges on the 
prohe holes. Exi sting plating will be thickened and 
any exposed steel surfaces heavily copper p1ateri. 

The voltage anri phase stability of the dee was 
measured. The vo~tage stahility is better than 0.1% 
(the limit of the measurement). The one minute phase 

rlrift was 0.20 or less. There was an approximately 
30 Hz component 0.20 in amplitude that may have heen 
mechanical in origin. Tllese stability levels are 
adequate for initial cyclotron operation. 

After the tests in the magnet, the 1 i ner-outer 
conductor joints were refitted and cooling improved. 
The liners were then reinstalled on the poles before 
the magnet yoke and poles were moved to the new 
1 aboratory. 

The control system has been rebui 1t and the com
puter interfacing completed. The power amplifier has 
heen installed in the final location and is being com
missioned. 

Bunche rs 

The low energy huncher has cllanged si gnificant1y 
since last reported

S
• Tile design as originally con

ceived included two coaxial independently capacitive1y 
loaded resonators rlriven by a single broad band ampli
fier. Tllis coaxial design was compact and potentially 
simple to operate. However, while it performed well 
over the entire operating range for the fundamental 
resonance, the design voltage for the second harmonic 
resonance was only achieved over the bottom two thirds 
of the operating range in spite of much modeling 
effort using SUPERFISH and extensive modifications. 
The coaxial design has been replaced by an opposed 
resonator design shown in Fig. 7. The new design has 
swi tched from rotating vane capac itors to commerci a 1 
linear vacuum capac itors eliminating a sensitivity to 
microphonic noise. 

Fi g. 7 Low energy huncher. 

The sin gl e power amp 1 ifi er has been replaced by 
two separate power amp1 ifiers. Tile added expense of 
this choice is more than offset by the reduction in 
complexity of the control system. Tne two amplifier 
drive uses two fixed coupling loops tuned for critical 
coup1 i ng at the low frequency (hi gher power) end of 
the operating range. The lIse of the single amplifier 
required the rJesign of a single hyhrid coupling loop 
with two degrees of freedom all owi I'1g, hut also 
requiring, tunil'1g of the coupl ing to f)oth resonances 
over the entire operating range. 

The new huncher has now been vacuum testerJ and 
has demonstrated extremely stahle, microphonic-free 
operation sho'tling no sign of multipactoring. It has 

been successfully operated to rJesign voltage (achieved 
by approximately 50 Watts into each of the two reso
nators) over the entire frequency range of 31 to 
62 MHz and 62 to 124 "1Hz respecti ve1y. The desi gn 
voltages, measured hy accelerating electrons across 
the single gridded accelerating gap, of 2 kV and 600.V 
peak respectively have been easily achieved. Emphasls 
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has now turned to completing the computer control for 
tl1e bunchers. 

The high energy buncher 7 structure is a fi5 mm 
drift tube on il sliding short tuned resonator oper
ating up to ~O kV over the 62 to 190 MHz frequency 
range. f\ reasonahle match to ~A values is obtained 
with the 65 mm drift tube hy operating the buncher at 
the 2nd harmonic of the rf frequency for cyclotron 
harmonics 4 and 6 and at the 4th harmonic for cyclo
tron harmoni c ;>. The huncher has been fabri cated and 
testinq has started. The tuning range was chec~ed and 
the shunt impedance measured to obtain the amplifier 
power rating required - 250-300 W. In the first tests 
(up to 50 W), it was found that multipactoring was 
enhanced hy ions from the sputter ion vacuum pump. 
However, with a pulsing circuit to provide a fast 
turn-on, the huncher can be operated over the enti re 
range. 

The phase control of the radiofrequency system is 
shown schematically in Fig. 8. The signal from the 
synthesizer is divided into four individually phase 
cont roll ed 1 i nes. The pl1ases must he set so that the 
bunches formed by the low energy huncher (LER) pass 
through the rehuncher (HER) at the correct phase and 
also arrive at the cyclotron at the correct phase. 
The circuit shows tl1at the cyclotron dees are set 
r~ 1 at ~ ve to the HER. The HER has il 1 oca 1 phase stabi
llZa~l?" loop to correct for instabilities in the 
ampllfler and resonator. 

It is expected that transit times through the 
Tandem may vary sufficiently that an active phase 
feed?ack to the LER from the heam bunches may be 
requ 1 red. The bunch phase is sensed by an energy 
analyzE!r. a.fter the HEB, and the slit currents are used 
t? stablll ze the phase of the Ll:fl as i ndi cated in 
Flg. 8. 

SET 

r== .:--J '-............. 
LEB TANDEM cpp HEB SLITS DEE 

Fi g. 8 Schematic of phase control system. 

However, the HER operates at 2 or 4 times the 
cyclotron :r~quency and following a large transient it 
co~ld stahlllze the beam on the wrong cycle. To avoid 
thlS, the heam phase is also sensed by a capacitive 
p~ase probe (CPP). A phase compari son between thi s 
Sl gnal and a reference si gnal is used to control the 
LER phase during transients and to return the beam 
buncher to thE! correct HER cycle. 

Extraction System 

The basic elements of the extraction system have 
been previously descrihed 4 • WI1ile the major features 
have not .ch~nged, so~ details have undergone signifi
c~nt reV1Slon. Rrlefly, the system consists of a 
slngle. electrostatic deflector followed by several 
magnetlc elements. These elements combine magnE!tical
~y saturate~ iron bars and/or superconducting windings 
ln a~semblles. to provide either (a) fixed radial 
f?CUslng ~radlents, or (b) variable steering with 
flxed radlal focusing gradients, or (c) variable 

steering and variahle radial focusing. Prototype 
structures of the latter two assemblies have been 
huilt and tffsted and are described elsewhere in these 
proceedings. First harmonic perturbation fields in 
the accE!leration region generated by the iron are com
pensated with other i ron structures mounted on the 
inner main cryostat wall. The elements contai,ling 
superconducting coils have the windings arranged to 
generate small first harmonic perturbations in the 
acceleration region. 

The active magnetic elements are in two separate 
serial channE!ls. ThE! first channel contains three 
identical monules (see Fig. g) which have iron bars to 
generate a fi xed radi al focusi ng grani ent and super
connucting windings to produce variable steering 
fields. The second channel consists of six identical 
modules. I:ach has two sets of superconducting 
windings - one for variable steering and one for vari
able radial focusing. All channel modules are mounted 
in the main coil cryostat hridge region. A small 
local helium can surrounds them which isolates the 
main cryostat vacuum from the liquid helium bath that 
cools them. 

I'i g. q Channel 1 tYPE! module. 

Significant revisions made to the superconducting 
elements include replacement of Nb 3Sn conductor with 
Nb-Ti, rearrangement of steering winding geometry to 
use racetrack instead of saddle coils and electrical 
regrouping of steering windings to form three inde
pendent steeri ng groups instead of two. f\ 11 of the 
coils in the extraction system will be wound with 
multi filamentary Nb-Ti having a copper to super
conducting ratio of 1.4/1.0 and a critical current of 
;J~O A at a field of 5 T and temperature of 4.2 K. 
Prototype ext ract i on coil s wound with tili s conductor 
have achieved short sample critical current. f\n 
important mechanical feature of the conductor is that 
it is flattened in a rolling mill from a circular 
cross sect~on of. di ameter 0.5 111m to a rectangul ar 
cross s.ectlon havlng an aspect ratio of about 3/l. 
El?n~atlon of t~e conductor is insignificant and 
c~lt~cal current lS not affected. Flattening improves 
wlndlng control and packing fraction and reduces the 
amount of epoxy present after vacuum imp regnat ion. 

The channel modules are being made and tested 
individually in a superconducting magnet capable of 
genera~ing background fields up to 5 T. The modules, 
beam plpe and local helium can will be assembled and 
mounted in a specially desi gned cryostat to allow the 
ent i ~e mag~et i c channel to be testerl in its ope rat i ng 
C?nflguratlon at full current hut in zero background 
fleld before installation in the main coil cryostat. 
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Probes 

For initial cyclotron operation, three probes 
will be proviried. Two of these, locateri in the mid
plane and separated by gOo move from outside the yoke 
wa 11 to a radi us of 135 mm on st rai ght 1 i nes 40 mm 
offset from the cyclotron center. Interchangeable 
probe tubes and heads allow radial or axiill differ
ential and integral heam measurements. Each probe has 
an independent Vilcuum system to allow easy probe 
changes. The probe vacuum envelope has an edge-welded 
bellows with 2 m travel as the mnving vacuum seal. 

The third probe, located just downstream of the 
electrostatic deflector, has only twn positions 
withdrawn or fully intercepting the beam. The probe 
head consists of two plates, each blocking half of the 
extraction channel aperture to provide radial beam 
location information. 

~n LSI-ll/23 microcomputer controls the three 
probes. It collects, analyzes, stores and displays 
the beam current datil and provides communication with 
~he main PDP 11/44 control computer. The displays 
lnclude a storage oscilloscope, digitill and anal09-
panel meters for currents and di gital output for the 
probe position. 

The probes have been built and are in various 
stages of assembly. BUilding and programming of the 
controls is in progress. 

Facility Status 

Civil construction, including the control room 
extens"ion, is complete. The installation of special 
services, such as the closed de-ionized water loop, is 
nearly complete. 

The new n",gative ion-source cage and low energy 
analyzing systelTi have been installed and the fi rst 
beam has been extracted completely under computer con
trol from the new control room. 

Broken gl ass i nsul ators were di scovered in some 
of tile struts of the bridge structure that supports 
the Tandem accelerating column. It was decided to 
rebuild a1.1 of the diagonal members of t'1is structure, 
so the brldge assembly was completely dismantled and 
the members shi pped to the fabri cator. They have been 
rebuilt and reassembly of the bridge is now in 
progress. Fi rst beam from the Tandem accel erator is 
scheduled for late this summer. 

All of the components for the beam line have been 
deliver"'d. ~11 of the dipoles and most of the 
focusing elements have been installed, aligned and 
tested. The vacuum system and the beam line di ag
nostic equipment installation are also nearing com
pletion. 

The two PDP 11/44 minicomputers have been 
installed in the new control room and the full comple
ment of CAMAC modules has been purchased and are being 
installed. System variables are being brought on line 
as various hardware components are installed. 

The cyclotron with all its subsystems is 
scheduled to be assembled and accelerating its first 
beam this autumn. 
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